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 Here’s What’s Brewing
Today’s The Day!
January 2018, genius struck! And every day 
since, we’ve been chasing down a dream that 
comes to life TODAY! And to think, all it took was 
one off-handed comment: “If MUGS really 
wanted to raise money, we oughta make a 
phone game! I mean, who doesn’t love a good 
phone game?! And a phone game is something 
that, really, ANYone could enjoy!” 
 

We’re certainly hoping so, because as of today,  
              MUGS’ phone game,  
               “DRIPS” is available!!!  
for both Apple and Android devices.  
Every download of DRIPS benefits the rural 
communities of north-central Ohio, because the 
ad revenue in every download of this free game 
provides funds that will allow MUGS’ construction 
to get back underway!  
 

To have a product that we can “sell” literally 
around the world will be a game changer! And 
not just for us…We know we're not the only ones 
trying to do great things with limited resources! 
We know that our story can be one that informs 
and inspires other small town efforts to stay the 
course. So help us tell that story!  
#PlayDRIPS!

HOW CAN I HELP?! 
We’re so glad you asked! 
 

1. Download and play DRIPS! 
On Apple’s APP STORE, search for “DRIPS”. 
On Android’s GOOGLE PLAY, search for “DRIPS 
MUGS”. And don’t be alarmed if you need to  
scroll down a bit. It’s there. 
 

2. On our Facebook page, you’ll find a video  
that tells the story of how DRIPS came about.  
SHARE that video! SHARE our story!  
And #PlayDRIPS!
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